MARITIME DESK SOLUTIONS

Shipboard
[ The difference is in the detail ]

Shipboard - Solutions
Engineered Data Products, Inc. (EDP) together with Wright
Computer Products, Inc. offers a unique desk solution for
Maritime technology environments.

Engineered Data Products is a full-service manufacturer and
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marketer of innovative products to link people and technol-
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ogy. Founded in 1967, EDP is the industry leader - providing
total solutions in ergonomic technical furniture, command
console systems, and electronic enclosures.
Wright Computer Products, Inc. is committed to providing
shipboard storage solutions, state-of-the-art equipment
and reliable service to the Maritime Industry.
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EDP Offers a solution...
Engineered Data Products, Inc., the leading designer and
manufacturer of computer support equipment, together with Wright
Computer Products, Inc., have jointly developed a line of computer
support equipment for ships, featuring EDP’s patented Viewport
concept.

New technologies are developing faster than at any other time in history. We live in an everchanging world where information is key in helping us make important decisions. In a very
short period of time, the computer has become an invaluable tool in managing this flood of
information.
As a result of this rapid growth in technology
and space limitations, the Maritime Industry
has been challenged with how and where to
house their sophisticated computer equipment.
Previously,

shipboard

personnel

secured

their computers and peripherals by bolting or
strapping the equipment to the desk, or building
specialized cabinetry.
These shipboard products have been approved
for use aboard U.S. Navy ships.

Ordering Information:
Engineered Data Products, Inc.
c/o Wright Computer Products, Inc.
P.O. Box 565
Woodbury, NJ 08096-7565
800-367-4216
856-845-6767
FAX 856-384-1145
wcpinc@bellatlantic.net
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Viewport™ Desk Solutions
The innovative Viewport Desk was designed to help the U.S. Navy house
its sophisticated computer equipment in a secure environment. The Desk
is equipped with EDP’s patented Viewport system allowing operators
to work in an ergonomic environment. The Viewport design securely
houses the computer inside the desk, thus providing greater flexibility
and more workspace. The Viewport Desk can be ordered in a variety of
sizes, creating the precise solution for safely securing equipment.

Four Convenient Sizes

All Viewport Desks are Cool Grey and ship knocked down

Part #2551-SB
51” Viewport Desk 51w x 30d x 30h
Part # 2536-SB
36” Viewport Desk 36w x 30d x 30h

Shown
without
monitor
bucket
(included)
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Part # 2548-SB
48” Viewport Desk 48w x 30d x 30h
(accepts up to a 19 1/2” keyboard)

Part # 2560-SB
60” Viewport Desk 60w x 30d x 30h
10” CPU Shelf/also available with 12”CPU
(Part # 2561-SB)

EDP’s patented Viewport - a tinted, tempered 1/4”
thick, 18”w x 18”h glass viewport, allows for proper
ergonomic viewing angles. Up to a 17” monitor stores
underneath the worksurface in an adjustable monitor
bucket. Lock-in, pull out* keyboard drawer accepts
keyboards up to 23”w x 10”d.
*Excluding Part #2548-SB, which accepts 19 1/2”w x 10”d

PowerStation

Locking Pedestal

CPU Pedestal

Optional built-in
shipboard command center surge
suppressor offers
surge protection,
noise filtration,
and power control
for a ship’s unique
electrical power.
The Viewport
Desk also features
a locking, three
drawer pedestal
for additional
security.
All Viewport steel
desks can be welded or bolted to the
deck for added
stability in adverse
conditions.

CPU pedestal
has a receding
lockable door,
CPU tie-down
straps, and vents
for ventilation. The
pedestal accepts
maximum CPU
size of 9 1/4”w x
29”d x 24”h

L-Connectors
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Solid
Top Solutions
Desk Solutions
Solid Top
Desk
Accommodating the increasing popularity of the flat panel monitor, and
building on the proven Shipboard Desk Line-EDP along with Wright Computer Products has designed the Solid Top Shipboard Desk.

The CPU pedestal
has a receding lockable door, CPU tiedown straps, and
vents for keeping
equipment cool.

L-Connectors provide
security in adverse
conditions allowing
for a bolted or welded
connection directly to
the desk.

P/N 3036-FT

Lock-in, pull-out keyboard drawer
with tie-down straps

36", 51" & 60" maximum
keyboard size of 23"w x 10"d
48" maximum keyboard size
of 191/2"w x 10"d
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A centered
rear cable
pathway
allows for
simple wire
management

Optional built in shipboard
command center surge
suppressor offers surge
protection, noise filtration,
and power control for a ships
unique electrical power needs

P/N 3048-FT

L-Connectors provide
security in adverse
conditions allowing for a
bolted or welded connection
directly to the deck

P/N 3051-FT

The CPU
pedestal has
a receding
lockable
door, CPU
tie-down
straps, and
vents for
keeping
equipment
cool.

P/N 3060-FT
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Storage and Desk Solutions
Storage Solutions
These custom-made units allow you to make
the most of the space restraints aboard your
ship. Can you ever have enough storage,
especially in tight quarters?

Get Organized
Each Shipboard Organizer is designed to
attach to your current computer workstation
or standard desk. The following organizers
are available in stock in the color cool grey:
P/N 3600-SB (36”w x 38”h x 13”d)
P/N 4000-SB (40”w x 38”h x 13”d)
P/N 4800-SB (48”w x 38”h x 13”d)
P/N 6000-SB (60”w x 38”h x 13” d)

Features Include
- Binder storage shelf
- Adjustable dividers with locking bar
- Swing-down binder support bar that
keeps library secure in rough seas
- Personal lockable compartment
- Letter size storage trays
- Halogen task light

Built to Last
Each organizer is built of heavy-duty furniture-grade steel and designed for shipboard
applications.
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Bars create a
barrier, securing
and protecting
books and other
items from falling
off shelf.

A light on
both sides of
the organizer
illuminates
corner
surfaces

Corner Workstation and Organizer

Organizer
P/N 9500-CR

Desk P/N 2254-CR

Optional Flat Panel Display mounting device. Fits easily under the ViewPort surface for flat panel viewing
vs. standard CRT monitors
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Storage and Desk Solutions
Corner Workstation (Viewport)
Anti-glare viewport bucket
for recessed CRT or flat
panel monitor.

Durable steel
work surface

Optimal cable managmenet
solutions with cable access holes in
the work surface and sides

Built-in straps secure your
keyboard firmly in place

Duplex Electrical
Outlet

P/N 2254-CR

Locking drawers with quick thumb release prevents
drawers from sliding open unexpectedly

Corner Workstation (Solid-Top)

P/N 5454-FT
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Telephone
Face Plate

Lockable CPU cabinet
keeps your computer safe

Printer Stand Solutions
P/N 4830-PR

• Built-in provision for optional
communication/network plates
• Optimal cable management
solutions with cable access holes
in the work surface and sides

Reinforced adjustable
height shelf for supplies
and storage

Lockable, vented doors for securing paper,
toner and other valuable products
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EDP, USA
2550 West Midway Blvd.
Broomfield, Colorado 80020
www.edp-usa.com
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